welcome to workshop
#3!

7 Steps to Become more Confident & Connected with your Strong Willed
Child
You've opened the doors to a new life with your strongwilled child.

Where do you go next?

YOur roadmap to confidence +
connection
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YOU'RE AT YOUR
STARTING POINT

stop 1: Mindset manor

Where do you go from here???

Stop here first and grab your
KEY.
Your daily mindset sets into motion
everything you do for the rest of the day.

A positive mindset is the difference
between moving through your day with
INTENTION or out of reactivity.
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step 2: Take the The u-turn
of understanding

If you don't gas up here,
you'll run out of fuel!
It's vital you know the WHY behind your
child's actions + behaviors

Getting familiar with strong willed child
characteristics and how they show-up
in day-to-day behavior is crutial.

Is it your parenting?
No!
A child’s temperament describes the way in which she
approaches and reacts to the world.
Temperament influences a child’s behavior and the way
she interacts with others. While it does not clearly define
or predict behavior, understanding a child’s temperament
can help providers and families better understand how
young children react and relate to the world around them.

9 areas of temperament
• Activity level: the level of physical activity, motion, restlessness or fidgety behavior that a child
demonstrates in daily activities (and which also may affect sleep).
• Rhythmicity or regularity: the presence or absence of a regular pattern for basic physical functions such
as appetite, sleep and bowel habits.
• Approach and withdrawal: the way a child initially responds to a new stimulus (rapid and bold or slow and
hesitant), whether it be people, situations, places, foods, changes in routines or other transitions.
• Adaptability: the degree of ease or difficulty with which a child adjusts to change or a new situation, and
how well the youngster can modify his reaction.Intensity: the energy level with which a child responds to a
situation, whether positive or negative.
• Mood: the mood, positive or negative, or degree of pleasantness or unfriendliness in a child's words and
behaviors.
• Attention span: the ability to concentrate or stay with a task, with or without distraction.Distractibility: the
ease with which a child can be distracted from a task by environmental (usually visual or auditory) stimuli.
• Sensory threshold: the amount of stimulation required for a child to respond. Some children respond to the
slightest stimulation, and others require intense amounts.
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Have you ever swam
against a strong current?
Many parents of strong-willed children are
swimming against the current of their child's

stop 3: Reframe Railroad

natural temperament every day.

To proceed you must first travel
through this tunnel...to come out seeing your
.
child's behaviors differently on the other side...

Human
Needs

which are primary for your child?
P L AY

ENCOURAGEM ENT

PHYSICAL TOUCH

CONNECTION

CHALLENGES

ADVENTURE

FUN

LEADERSHIP
I N S P I R AT I O N

C R E AT I V I T Y

REASSURANCE

PEACE

WINNING/SUCCESS

R E S U LT S

STEADINESS
TRUST

R E L AT I O N S H I P
C O M F O RT

POWER

MOVEMENT

HAPPINESS

VA L I D AT I O N

INDEP END ENCE

AUTHORITY
R E S U LT S

RESPECT
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relentless >>> persuasive

dominant >>> strong

disrespectful >>>inquisitive

resistant >>> convicted

overemotional >>> passionate

hyperactive >>> energetic

bossy >>> leader

See a child differently,
you see a different child.
-Dr Stuart Shanker

Which of these traits do you desire for your
grown child to have?
Confident, Well-spoken, Courageous, Brave, Determined
Motivated, Inspired, Creative, Energetic, Hardworking,
Helpful, Adventurous, Ambitious, Amusing, Communicative,
Decisive, Diligent, Dynamic, Exhuberant, Imaginative,
Gregarious, Humorous, Quick-witted, Loving, Passionate,
Empathetic, Resourceful, Straightforward, Versatile, Witty
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Do your
everyday actions
reflect this?

Self-worth and self identity
matters.
-Social success
-healthy relationships
-greater resilience
-academic acheievement

stop 4: motivation mountain

-future mental health

To reach your destination of confidence and connection
you must then climb the mountain of motivation.
.

How meeting your
child's core needs
will help gain their
cooperation +
compliance
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A child's needs + wants
• A child's behaviors are driven by their needs.
• Each child has different needs and motivators based
on their personality!
• When you understand how to meet your child's needs
it becomes clear what's motivating to them.
• Understanding your child's needs (and helping them
to understand them!) will build a strong relationship
and communication.

a child's core needs
Connection/
Social
Safety/
predictability

Order/clarity

Power/
dominanc
e

Mastery/experimentation

Freedom/creativity

+ personality traits
+temperament+developmental level =
motivation

understand your
child's needs and
personality, unlock
the secrets to
motivating them
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stop 5: The milemarker of
modeling

Modeling the behaviors and qualities
you seek in your child will keep you
.
moving toward your destination.
Your strong-willed child holds
adults to a higher
standard than the average child.
They are inspired to cooperate,
listen and comply when mutual
respect is acheived.

100 Miles
(to confidence and
connection city)

The way you interact with your child and live your life will be your
child’s greatest teacher. Kids are incredibly observant and way more
intuitive than we give them credit for. They are always watching and
always learning. While it may seem like a lot of pressure, if you’re
able to keep this in mind, knowing your child is observing your
actions will be the catalyst to becoming a better person..

Areas where modeling is a
SUPERPOWER.

• emotional regulation
• coping skills
• resilience
• listening
• problem solving skills
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Hard but necessary truths

stop 6: Leadership lane

• What you say and teach as a parent matters, but how you live
speaks volumes.
• It is your daily reactions and way of moving through life that will
be ingrained in your child’s psyche.
• The day to day family actions relating to self-control, emotion
regulation and interpersonal interaction are what teach your
child how to interact with the world around him.

Gain momentous ground when
you show up for your child as a strong
confident leader
No matter how much we'd like to at
times, we simply can't control
another human beings behaviors.
"Lead from inspiration, not
desperation"

punishment and
harsh discipline
don't work
FAils to teach
the skills they
need to learn

it creates
resentment and
resistance

it blocks the
path for
learning

contributes to
low selfconfidence

a way for
parents to
manage their
furstration

it sets up an
adversarial
dynamic

erodes trust

doesn't teach
long term
values
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Qualities of a strong leader:
• Follows through and is consitant
• They show you respect
• They invite feedback + alternate viewpoints
• They are clear communicators
• They hold steady amidst the chaos
• They offer positive feedback and
encouragement

strong leaders
know how to teach
• Understanding discipline
• Understanding how your child learns best
• The power of experiential learning and
natural consequences
• The power of practice and role-play

stop 7: Collaboration cove

• They make learning entertaining and fun!

Your final destination: Collaboration
One of the most important ways you'll
help your strong-willed child solve
problems and improve behaviors is by
starting to work with them as opposed to
against them.
When they feel this shift in energy the
improvements you'll see in your
relationship and daily life will be amazing.
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why collaborating works
-it gets the child invested
-encourages problem solving
-encourages personal responsibility
-promotes ownership and increases motivation
-takes some pressure off you!
-teaches enormous life-skills
-strengthens the pre-frontal cortex

#getthoseneuronsflowing

wanting to change
and knowing you should
is only the start

todays
challenge
Reflect and share!

Which step is your greatest strength?
your greatest weakness?
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